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§9. Effective Emission and Ionization Rate 
Coefficients of Helium Atom in a Plasma 
Sasaki, S. (Toshiba Corporation*) 
Kato, T. 
Takamura, S. (Dept, Energy Eng. & Sci., Nagoya 
Univ.) 
Effective rate coefficients for ionization, 
sef f' line elnissions, c:~f ().. )'s, and line radia-
tion power, P:!{, of heliu1n a.ton1 are obtained 
with the collisional radiative ( C.R.) n1odel in 
the ionizing plasn1a condition. Population 
densities, n( i)'s, in the C.R. n1odel are ob-
tained fron1 a nun1erical code developed by Fu-
jilnoto [1], with substituting new reconunended 
ato1nic data [2,3,4]. The effective rate coeffi-
cients, sef f, c:£/ ( ,\) 's and P,:fj, are defined 
as, 
Seff = ~in(i)Si/nHe, 
c:fn!(>..) = n(i)Aij/nenHe, 
P:!J = ~i>jEijn(i)Aij/nenHe, 
·where Aij' si' Eij and n He are the transition 
probability, the ionization rate coefficient, the 
photon energy, and the density of heliuu1 atom, 
respectively. The ne dependences of n( i)'s, 
seff, c:f!(>..)'s and P:fJ are shown in Fig. 1. 
In the low ne region, ne ~ 104 cn1-3 , n( i)'s are 
negligibly s1nall and proportional to ne, which 
results in constant seff, c:£f(>..)'s and P:fJ. 
As ne exceeds 104 - 105 cm-3 , n(i)'s of the 
21 S and 23 S 1netastable states becon1e large 
and constant to ne, which enlarges seff and 
c:tt(>..)'s for the triplet lines such as 471.3 nn1. 
In the high ne plasma corresponding to the 
edge/divertor region, ne 2 1011 - 1012 c1n-3 
' seff increases toward higher ne due to the 
increase of ·n( i)'s for higher energy level than 
21S and 23 S, e.g. 31P, 31S, etc. In such high 
ne plasn1a, c:tf ()..) 's and P,~ff decrease toward 
higher ne since n('i )'s are saturated to ne. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Population density of the excited state. 
(b),(c),(d) Effective rate coefficients for ioni-
zation, line emission, and line radiation power. 
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